Introduction:
A complex interface is a thin film separating two fluids whose mechanical properties cannot be described by surface tension. Examples include (a) foam films stabilized by surfactants or solid particles, 1 (b) lipid bilayers or cellular membranes, 2 (c) biofilms, 3 and (d) liquid-crystalline films. 4 In all of these examples, the rheology of these interfaces is mediated by the microstructure of the constituents making up the film. 5, 6 Depending on the packing and alignment of the molecular components, the interface can acquire additional resistance to in-plane shear and dilational deformations, as well as out-of-plane bending. 7, 8 In this paper, we focus on in-plane shear and dilational friction arising from the molecular components sliding over each other. This phenomenon, known as dynamic interfacial viscosity, is found in concentrated layers of insoluble lipid films and surfactants and is described by the Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive model. [9] [10] [11] [12] We note that interfacial viscosities can be measured by a variety of experimental techniques [13] [14] [15] [16] and that they tend to become significant when the surface is highly concentrated. 12, 17 Here, we make some fundamental statements about how interfacial viscosity alters the dynamics of droplet-like systems.
Suppose a droplet is under an external force and has a uniform layer of insoluble surfactants on its surface. This problem was originally investigated by Levan, 18 who found that the translational speed of the droplet is equal to that of a clean droplet with an interior viscosity η in → η in + 2η κ 3a , where a is the droplet size and η κ is the interfacial dilational viscosity. 18 It turns out that this result is quite general, as it is found to hold when the droplet is subject to a pressure gradient, [19] [20] [21] temperature gradient, 18, 21 or dielectrophoresis. 22 In each of these examples, researchers proved the results by solving the Stokes flow inside and outside the droplet. No physical explanation was provided as to why interfacial shear viscosity is unimportant, and there appears to be little discussion on the universality of these results. It turns out that one can demonstrate these ideas using simple scaling arguments, which illuminates the physics behind this process. We demonstrate the arguments below and discuss how surface concentration inhomogeneities and hydrodynamic interactions alter the results of this analysis.
Symmetry arguments for droplet translation: Suppose we have a droplet of radius a and viscosity λη placed in a fluid of viscosity η. On the surface of the droplet is a thin layer of insoluble surfactants with dynamic shear and dilational interfacial viscosities η µ and η κ . We want to determine the translational velocity U of the droplet when it is moving under an external field described by a vector L. Examples of L could be an external force F, temperature gradient ∇T, electric field E, or pressure gradient ∇p. For now, we assume the droplet remains spherical and has negligible surface concentration inhomogeneities. These assumptions will be relaxed later in this paper. We solve the Stokes equations inside and outside the droplet, subject to the following conditions on its interface: (a) continuity of velocity (u in = u out ), (b) no penetration (u in · n = 0), and (c) force balance:
In the above equation, τ out ·n and τ in ·n are viscous tractions on the outer and inner surfaces of the droplet, respectively, with n being the outward-pointing normal vector. The tractions f µ and f κ are contributions from interfacial shear and dilational viscosities, respectively, given by the Boussinesq-Scriven constitutive relationship [9] [10] [11] [12] 
(2)
In the above expression, P = I − nn is the surface projection operator and ∇ s = P · ∇ is the surface gradient. In Eq. (1), the vector f ext is an additional traction due to other sources, whether they arise from surface tension, a body force, or Maxwell stress. Our goal is to show that the droplet's motion is equivalent to that of a clean droplet with a modified viscosity contrast λ * = λ + 2η κ 3aη . In other words, we need to demonstrate that the left-hand side of Eq. (1) is equivalent to the viscous traction τ in · n with a modified viscosity contrast λ * = λ + The first point we want to demonstrate is that the interfacial shear viscosity plays no role in the droplet dynamics. To show this, we first note that the droplet's velocity is linear in the external field L. Second, we note that the tractions from interfacial viscosity have no net force over the surface of the droplet. Mathematically, one can see this by integrating the tractions in Eq. (2) over a closed surface and applying the surface divergence theorem. 23, 24 Physically, this statement arises because interfacial viscosity originates from the friction of surfactants sliding past each other, which produces equal and opposite forces that sum to zero over the droplet surface. Using these two conditions, the traction on a sphere due to interfacial shear viscosity scales as f µ ∼ L·(I − 3nn) so that the traction integrated over the surface equals zero. We also note that f µ ∼ L·(I − nn) on a sphere since interfacial shear resistance is in-plane. For both scaling relationships to be consistent, f µ = 0 and hence the interfacial shear viscosity plays no role in the dynamics.
One can use similar symmetry arguments to describe how dilational surface viscosity modifies the droplet dynamics. We first look at the viscous traction on the inner surface of the droplet-i.e., τ in · n. If the velocity on the droplet's surface is u in = αL·(I − nn), where α is an arbitrary constant, a quick look at a standard textbook 25 gives τ in · n = 3αη a λL · (I − 3nn). Now, let us examine the traction from interfacial dilational viscosity. Using the physical arguments discussed in the previous paragraph, f κ is force-free and scales as f κ ∼ L · (I − 3nn). This scaling has the same structure as the viscous traction τ in · n, which suggests that both can be lumped into a modified force density. Using the droplet surface velocity u in = αL · (I − nn), an evaluation of the Boussinesq-Scriven equation (2) gives
, which has the same form as τ in · n with a modified viscosity contrast λ * = λ + 2η κ 3aη . The droplet dynamics is thus equivalent to a clean drop with an interior viscosity ηλ * . From a practical standpoint, if one wants to determine the steady, translational speed of a droplet, one does not need to perform a full calculation but rather take the classical formulas for a clean drop and replace the viscosity contrast λ → λ * . Table I shows some examples for a droplet under external force such as pressure gradient, temperature gradient, and non-uniform electric field.
The results thus far have covered the steady-state translation of a spherical drop. If the droplet moves under transient Stokes flow, the droplet's drag exhibits time-dependent memory with contributions from Basset forces and added mass forces. 26 Using the physical arguments discussed previously, one can show that interfacial shear viscosity plays no role in the droplet's motion. However, the effect of interfacial dilational viscosity is more complicated than replacing the viscosity contrast λ with λ * , as the traction τ in · n no longer exhibits the same scaling as the dilational traction f κ due to droplet inertia. This work will be discussed in more detail in a future paper. We note that the symmetry/scaling arguments discussed here are not valid when the droplet deforms, experiences hydrodynamic interactions with other droplets, or has surface concentration inhomogeneities-in other words, when the droplet shape, droplet microstructure, or the external field can be described by higher order harmonics-i.e., tensors of order two or above. Examples of such include when the external field is shear flow or the droplet shape is an ellipsoid. In fact, spherical drops give rise to fundamentally different interfacial flows than other shapes, which other researchers have found to be useful in describing particle transport on vesicular membranes. 27 The remainder of this paper provides a discussion on the effect of surface concentration inhomogeneities and hydrodynamic interactions.
Effect of surface concentration inhomogeneities: Here we provide an example of how gradients in surfactant concentration alter the results listed above. We examine a droplet sedimenting under gravity, which creates a flow that sweeps the surfactant to the back of the droplet. This surface concentration inhomogeneity leads to an increased drag on the droplet, 28 as well as other effects such as inhibition of coalescence, 29 reduction of mass transfer, 30 and formation of clusters in a suspension. 31, 32 Here we focus on the translational speed of the droplet in Stokes flow. The mass balance at the interface has three contributions: (a) surface convection, (b) surface diffusion, and (c) mass transfer/adsorption from the bulk. Let us denote a surface Peclet number as Pe s = U g ak+2D s /a , where
a 2 ∆ρg η is the characteristic sedimentation velocity of the droplet, k is an adsorption or mass transfer coefficient, and D s is the surface diffusivity. The surface Peclet number determines the ability of the surfactant to redistribute on the interface. We will examine three situations: (a) Pe s 1 (strong surface convection), (b) Pe s 1 (weak surface convection), and (c)
When Pe s 1, all the surfactant gets swept to the back of the droplet to form a cap-i.e., a region of high surface concentration where the interface is essentially immobile. The TABLE I. Translational speed of the droplet with interfacial viscosity. One can take the classical formulas and replace the viscosity contrast λ with λ * = λ + 2ηκ 3aη
(highlighted in gray for convenience). The thermophoresis formula assumes a well-insulated drop with negligible deformation and thermal convection. We note that a similar analysis holds for any field that creates surface tension variations, provided the droplet deformation and surface concentration inhomogeneities are negligible. For dielectrophoresis, the function g is listed in Eq. (26) in Ref. 22 . R and S are the conductivity and permittivity ratios between the interior and exterior fluid, respectively, of the spherical droplet. surface concentration Γ satisfies ∇ s · (Γu) = 0, which admits a solution u = 0 on the cap and Γ = 0 on the clean surface. 33 In of these regions, the tractions from interfacial shear and dilational viscosities are zero since η κ = η µ = 0 on the clean surface and u = 0 on the cap. The droplet velocity is no different from the classical theories that neglect surface rheology, given by Refs. 28 and 33. The more interesting limit is Pe s 1. Here, the surfactant concentration varies slowly across the droplet's interface, and hence perturbations from equilibrium vary linearly with the external field: δΓ = Γ − Γ 0 ∼ g · n, where Γ 0 is the surface concentration at equilibrium, δΓ is the perturbation concentration, and g is the gravitational vector. To lowest order, the mass balance on the drop surface is Γ 0 (∇ s · u) = (D s ∇ 2 s − k)δΓ = −(2D s /a 2 +k)δΓ, where the last step arises from substituting the scaling δΓ ∼ g · n from above. Solving for the perturbation concentration δΓ and noting that the surface tension varies linearly with this quantity, we obtain the surface tension to be
where σ 0 is the equilibrium surface tension and dσ dΓ is the rate of change of surface tension with respect to surface concentration. We note that the traction created by surface tension is We thus obtain an apparent surface viscosity
The results discussed previously can be applied with this apparent surface viscosity instead of the dynamic one. The translation speed of a droplet is equal to that of a clean droplet with the viscosity contrast replaced by λ → λ + Using typical values in the literature, 34, 35 one finds interfacial viscosity comparable to Marangoni effects when droplet sizes a ≈ 10 µm. This situation is common in highly homogenized macroemulsions, as well as nanoemulsions 36 and microemulsions. For insoluble surfactants such as proteins on air/water interfaces, interfacial rheology is significant at even larger length scales. 35, 37, 38 When Pe s ∼ O(1), the surfactant redistribution is neither weak or strong. In this situation, the droplet's speed depends on the exact functional relationship between interfacial viscosity and surface tension, which varies significantly from system to system. 6, 39 Thus, one cannot make universal statements on the role of interfacial viscosity here, but instead one must determine the droplet's translational speed for specific models that relate surface rheology to surface tension. This is a topic that will be interesting to discuss in the future.
Effect of hydrodynamic interactions: Here we comment on how two-body hydrodynamic interactions alter the translational speed of a droplet. Let us examine the sedimentation of two identical droplets of radius a separated by distance r, both with dynamic interfacial viscosities η κ and η µ . The droplets experience minimal deformation, and their Boussinesq numbers are Bq κ = η κ /(aη) and Bq µ = η µ /(aη). We calculate the translational velocity in the far-field limit (r 2a) and make qualitative statements about the near field interactions(r ∼ 2a).
When the two droplets are under external force, the translational velocity of droplet one takes the form: U 1 = A(r) · F 1 + B(r) · F 2 , where F 1 and F 2 are the forces on the two drops and A(r) and B(r) are tensors that depend on the inter-particle separation. In the far-field limit, we obtain approximations for A(r) and B(r) using the method of reflections. 26 We note that the interfacial shear viscosity does not alter the droplet dynamics unless higher order harmonics (n ≥ 2) are excited. The first occurrence of higher order harmonics arises when the velocity from the droplet one is reflected back as an induced force dipole from droplet two, which is an O((a/r) 4 Knowing the mobility of the two droplets, one can calculate the average sedimentation speed in a dilute suspension using the renormalization procedures suggested by Batchelor 40 and Reed. 41 The average velocity of the suspension takes the form
, where U (0) 1 is the sedimentation velocity in the absence of other droplets, φ is the volume fraction, and f is the hindered settling function. In the dilute limit (φ 1), the hindered settling function is typically dominated by the backflow created by far-field hydrodynamic interactions and hence can be calculated using the approximate mobility relationship in Eq. (5) with an error of ≈5%. 41 A uniform distribution of droplets yields the sedimentation speed
Overall, the effect of the shear surface viscosity is represented through λ * * , which is in the last term in Eq. (6) . In general, the interfacial shear viscosity plays a smaller role than the interfacial dilational viscosity in modifying the settling speed of a dilute emulsion. Using higher order terms in the mobility relationship [Eq. (5)] will yield a more accurate expression but will not change this qualitative picture. When the volume fraction of the suspension is φ ∼ O(1), near-field interactions play a significant role in determining the average sedimentation speed. We note that several authors have studied the lubrication flow of thin films containing shear and dilational interfacial viscosities, especially in relation to foam stability. 1,37,38 Here, both deformation modes are significant in the film's dynamics and hence will likely play a significant role in modifying creaming or sedimentation in concentrated emulsions. A full calculation of the two-particle droplet mobility is beyond the scope of this article and will be pursued in a future publication.
Conclusion:
We discussed how interfacial viscosity alters the translational speed of a droplet. If a droplet is under an external field described by a single vector (e.g., external force, pressure gradient, or temperature gradient), the droplet moves as if it were a clean droplet with a modified interior viscosity η * in = η in + 2η κ 3a , where η κ is the interfacial dilational viscosity. We proved these statements using symmetry arguments, which gave physical insight into why interfacial shear viscosity is unimportant. In the second half of the paper, we examined how surface concentration inhomogeneities and hydrodynamic interactions alter these results. When the surface Peclet number Pe s 1, one can describe droplet translation using a modified interfacial dilational viscosity, whereas surface rheology plays no role when Pe s 1. We calculated the average settling velocity in a dilute emulsion due to two-body hydrodynamic interactions. The effect of surface shear viscosity is weak, although we expect this effect to play a significant role in concentrated emulsions.
There are many avenues that have yet to be explored in this study. For example, our work does not address how surface rheology alters the stability of a droplet from its initial spherical shape, 42 which is important for emulsion stability. In fact, outside the small deformation regime, the effect of surface rheology on droplet dynamics is not well understood. We will pursue such topics in a future publication.
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